For immediate release
This War is Not Inevitable, a play by Michael Hedley Burton
Mountain View, CA – This War is Not Inevitable, a play by Michael Burton, will be performed on
Wednesday, November 7, 2018 at 7:30pm at Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts,
Mountain View, CA. Ticket prices are: $27 general audience; $22 seniors; $22 educators; $15
students (all prices include a $2 facility fee). A discussion with the playwright and second actor
will follow the performance. The event is co-sponsored by Multifaith Voices for Peace & Justice,
American Muslim Voice Foundation, and members of the Anthroposophical Society in America.


Are you interested in seeing greater equality and respect in labor agreements, the law,
government and legal contracts?



Would you like to see corporate money out of politics?



Does it seem to you that either the profit motive or government control is disrupting a
true and proper functioning of our health care system, scientific research, education and
the arts?



Does it seem wrong to you that our commonly held resources should be exploited for
private gain?



Would you like to see a more altruistic approach to our economy, giving proper care for
those who supply goods and services?



Do you agree that each human being should have the opportunity and support to
develop their positive, innate talents and capacities?



Do you recognize that people need to be able to have their work life based on their free
initiative, so long as what they do has no negative effects on society at large?

If these questions interest you, then please come to this play and the discussion to follow. This
War is Not Inevitable is a drama that depicts Dr. Rudolf Steiner’s efforts to share his insights
about the threefold nature of social life at a time of devastation in Europe at the end of World
War I. Steiner observed that social life has three distinct spheres, cultural/spiritual,
rights/political, and economic, which have their own structures, qualities, and ideals. In his
view, these should function in a separate but cooperative manner in order for human social life
to unfold in a harmonious, sustainable, and life-supporting way.
“Michael Burton’s play This War is Not Inevitable is a rare combination of artistic
accomplishment, engaging history and relevance to the … burning issues of the present
time.”
(Dr. William Riggins, author and audience member)
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For more information about this event, see our website www.twini-mv.com or contact Linda at
linda.lingane@yahoo.com. To learn more about the Threefold Social Organism Theatre Project,
visit www.wordrenewal.org.
Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts
Wednesday, November 7, 2018
7:30pm
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